Introduction
The skein polynomial K(l,m) of an oriented link Κ is an isotopy invariant introduced by various authors in the mid-1980s following the models of the Alexander and Jones polynomials [FH] [LM] . A surgery triple is an ordered triple (KJ^KJ^KQ) of links K R , K^, K Q having presentations (planar pictures) that coincide outside a ball, within which the representative presentations are as shown:
Thus within the ball, Kj^ has a right-handed crossing, K^ a left-handed crossing, and K Q no crossing at all. The integral group ring of the free abelian group on the two-element set
{l,m} is denoted by Ζ [1~ ,m~ ], and its elements are referred to as Laurent polynomials. Skein polynomials are then defined by the following theorem [LM, pp. 109, . Theorem 1.1. To each oriented classical link Κ can be associated a Laurent polynomial K(l,m) depending only on the isotopy class of K. The association is unique subject to the properties:
(1.2) if U is the unknot, then U(l,m)=l; 
